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The Montreal Group is a global forum of state-supported financial development
institutions founded in 2012 by the Business Development Bank of Canada (BDC),
BNDES (Brazil), China Development Bank, Nafin (Mexico), Bpifrance (France), SIDBI
(India) and Vnesheconombank (Russia).

THE MONTREAL GROUP’S
RAISON D’ÊTRE:

MSMEs represent a significant part of the economic activity of all members. The forum
was established to encourage an exchange of ideas and best practices with the aim of
assisting micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSME) with their business
challenges.
We aim to provide a global collaborative podium where members can share and
exchange best in class knowledge on important MSME-related topics with the goal of
helping MSMEs make a vital contribution to economic development.

FOSTERING INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION,
MUTUAL LEARNING AND SEEKING
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS TO COMMON
ISSUES AMONG MSME DEVELOPMENT
BANKS.

To note that this Group is not for Development Finance Institutions (DFIs), but rather
for MSME Development Banks. However, in some countries, like Brazil, the same
organization might carry both roles.

Founded in 1890, we are one of the
city's biggest public libraries.

BDC acknowledges these specific needs and is
here to provide guidance and financial support to

INTERVIEW WITH LAURA
DIDYK
Vice President and National Lead,
Women Entrepreneurs

help WEs overcome their challenges and run
stronger businesses. We’re also focused on
helping WEs develop their competencies and
skills (particularly in financial management),
helping them gain confidence in their abilities to
take their business to the next level, and helping
them to build their network.
Looking forward, BDC remains committed to

ABOUT BDC
The Business Development Bank of Canada is the only
financial institution devoted exclusively to
entrepreneurs. It helps more than 62,000 Canadian
businesses, with a focus on SMEs. As a financially
sustainable Crown corporation which operates at arm’s
length from its sole shareholder, the Government of
Canada, BDC complements the role played by privatesector financial institutions. BDC offers financing, capital
and advice to entrepreneurs, in all industries, all across
the country.

Can you tell us more about the history of BDC’s

help even more WEs, through our lending

Women Entrepreneurs Strategy? Which have

facilities and advisory services solutions. We

BDC identified as the main challenges faced by

currently have a special focus in ensuring that

women entrepreneurs in Canada?

during these uncertain times WEs can access the

In 2015, BDC made the commitment to support the
growth and success of women entrepreneurs (WEs)
at every step of their businesses. The goal: to
increase both the percentage of women
entrepreneurs (who represent only 28% of all
Canadian entrepreneurs) and majority womenowned businesses (currently only 16%), and to
accelerate the growth and success of existing
women led and owned businesses .
Understanding that our economy has the potential
to become stronger if we have more diverse
businesses, including those owned and led by
women, BDC, Canada’s bank for entrepreneurs, has
made it clear that its main goal is to help WEs reach
their untapped potential. To do so, in 2018, we
doubled our lending target for WEs and we’re now
happy to say that we reached the 1.4 billion dollars'
target ahead of time.
However, our work is not done. WEs still face unique
challenges when starting and growing a business,
including difficulty accessing enough financing and
capital and a lack of mentors and peers' network.
These barriers continue to hamper the creation and
sustained growth of their businesses.

extensive repertoire of free tools, webinars,
articles, and curated events offered through our
website as well as the virtual activities carried out
in partnerships with organizations that support
women at the regional, national and
international levels.
Out of the four main guiding axes of your
strategy: finance, develop, connect and
inspire. Which one would you say is the core
one and why is it so important for women
entrepreneurs?

We can’t choose just one as all are equally
important and complementary to help WEs face
their main challenges. Our financing solutions
allows them to access the funds they need to
build or grow their businesses or access relief
measures to support their business into a
more stable time. The develop aspect focuses in
supporting WEs in their acquisition of both
digital and financial skills, especially when it is
clear that digital transformation is critical to

Founded in 1890, we are one of the

future-proof their businesses.

city's biggest public libraries.

The building of new networks for connecting
and learning with other actors from the
entrepreneurial ecosystem and among peers
will help them access larger markets, increased
brand awareness and engage with their target

Have you been able to observe any changes in

COVID-19 has exacerbated the WEs feeling of

the needs of women entrepreneurs due to

failure in their double role as worker and parents,

COVID-19? If so, have you implemented any

due to an increased demand of attention and

modification to your support to WEs?

decreased amount of time from both the
professional and family spheres. The exacerbated

market.

Research shows that this pandemic has hit the

Last, but not least getting inspired by the

women, indigenous and racialized ones. Not

success of other women-led/owned businesses
helps them learn how to undertake best
practices to remain competitive. This has been
particularly useful in the pandemic context,
when the confinement required many service
offerings to adapt to the new realities through a
technology transformation that led to an
increased need for e-commerce.

hardest “diverse” entrepreneurs, including
surprising, StatCan confirms that impact of
COVID-19 has been greater for majority-owned
women business with fewer than 20 employees,
particularly in service industries such as retail
trade, accommodation & food services and
tourism. However, many of them have been
resilient and managed to keep their businesses
afloat while retaining a good percentage of their
workforce. Interestingly, women-owned
businesses were more likely to lay off a larger
proportion of their workforce and to rehire 50%
or more of these laid-off employees as well as

IN THE WORDS OF LAURA
DIDYK
"As the National Lead for BDC’s
Women Entrepreneurship
Strategy, I oversee our regional
sponsors and team of 100+
champions team countrywide."

double shift has contributed to a mental health
distress and augmented family stress.
For example, BDC’s latest report on mental
health during the pandemic found that women
are significantly (51%) more likely to feel
depressed compared to men and that 40% of
WEs admitted mental health challenges
interfered with their ability to work.
That is why we are doing all that we can to help
all entrepreneurs impacted by COVID-19,
including women, survive and come out
stronger, including:
Business support for women entrepreneurs

having more of their workforce working remotely.

carried out through the existing provincial

Now, more than ever it’s important to understand

Delivery of free BDC advice via virtual

how the distinct societal roles assigned to
women and their complex life journeys require a
distinct support for them to thrive in different
environments and in all their roles, such as
incubators, mentors, training and business
support. In today’s situation it’s critical to
maintain intentional focus on women and
other under-represented groups, and to nurture
their startup businesses from which larger

and federal relief measures.
roundtable sessions, one-to-one strategic
planning meetings and peer-to-peer
workshops in partnership (e.g., WOI’s What
Next?, CanWCC/WEKH 4-part webinars on
financing)
Participation in our partner’s online activities
to increase our reach and connect with more
women.
Joining the Women’s Entrepreneurship Day

businesses may grow.

(WED) global celebration to highlight

The cultural biases and domestic responsibilities

empowerment of women in business globally

faced by WEs have also posed an extra barrier in
sustaining and growing their businesses during
the sanitary crisis. Childcare is one of the top
challenges identified by women entrepreneurs.

women’s success stories and support the
Encouragement of non-financial solutions
such as BarterPay, and non-repayable funds
like TeaseTea.

Connecting with women directly via social
media networks and resharing their stories to
contribute to our inspiration mandate.
Holding “diversity and inclusion”
roundtables with the ecosystem’s partners.
These discussions intend to tackle the
existing obstacles faced by WEs and share
best practices to help WEs access more
markets.

The untapped potential we see in women-owned
businesses, racialized, newcomer and immigrant
communities is their contribution to a more
competitive and innovative offering that will help
BDC deliver the best value to our clients.

BDC’S SUPPORT FOR
WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS

To really expand WEs contribution to the
Canadian economic development which
according to the Canadian Taskforce for Women’s
Business Growth represents “ an additional $2

FINANCE

billion per annum if there is 20% increase in total
As Vice President and National Lead, Women

revenues among majority female-owned

Entrepreneurs, can you explain why is it so

enterprises” (2011 statistic); we invite all the

important for development banks to support
women entrepreneurs in the creation and
growth of their businesses?

We see women entrepreneurs innovating
everywhere, every day across Canada. Yet, there
is still a lack of recognition of the significant
contribution that women entrepreneurs make to
Canada’s innovation and their impact to the
Canadian economy. Also, we’re witnessing the
emergence of more purpose-minded businesses,
whose values align with support to others,
including a greater advocacy for diversity, which
is shown to improve profitability and innovation
(this latter has been accelerated by the crisis).
The other point to consider is that women are
underrepresented in many industries, so in order

Provide unbiased financing and
capital options.

development banks, its leaders and employees to
join BDC’s commitment and support womenowned businesses by:
buying their products, services and stock;
promoting their success on your personal,
business and social media networks;
investing in their capacity building and their
confidence development;

DEVELOP
Understand, advise and provide
tools to develop the business
skills necessary to succeed

practicing an active awareness of unconscious
bias towards male entrepreneurship
and commit to be a guide and financial
enabler to help WEs overcome their
challenges and run stronger businesses.
In BDC, without doubt, our promise to help WEs
will continue for the years to come.

CONNECT
Network with industry players,
partners and government
agencies and connect WEs
with the ecosystem

to deliver true supply chain innovation, it’s our
collective job, to ensure we encourage more
women leadership in every industry.
As the bank for Canadian entrepreneurs, we see
that by encouraging a more inclusive and diverse
supply chain we are helping our businesses to be
more agile, more creative and better prepared.

INSPIRE
Motivate by sharing success
stories and role models

Founded in 1890, we are one of the
city's biggest public libraries.

Entrepreneur challenge

CANADIAN WOMEN'S
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
FIGURES

The company faced an unexpected change of
ownership, increasing financial difficulties largely
due to cost challenges at its Ontario plant and an
uncertain future. The CEO called on experts to
guide her in a restructuring game plan and get

These figures were created based on the OECD's
Future of Business Survey (2018).

back on the road to recovery.

Source:The OECD Business Statshttps://www.oecd.org/sdd/business-stats/FBS-canada.pdf

BDC Solution

BDC’s Growth & Transition Capital collaborated
with the CEO and the senior lender to develop a
joint restructuring roadmap, including a

48% of surveyed women
claim to have started their
businesses out of a passion
or a hobby.

restructuring of the loan for greater financial
flexibility. The team also worked with advisors to
acquire accounts receivable insurance to bolster
the company’s borrowing base and sourced an
external advisor to sell the Ontario plant.
Proven Results

Their main financing resources
to set up their businesses are:
73% self-funded
15% bank loans
11% spousal-funding
9% family resources

Their main sources of business
management training:
56% online sources
50% other businesses
38% in-person training
37% social networks

A REAL LIFE STORY
WITH CATHIE SAROKA

Helped CEO make a smooth transition of
ownership. Bolstered company’s senior borrowing
base. Company sold its Ontario plant to speed up
recovery. Significantly lowered debt. Achieved
positive cash flow. Operational efficiency

This is the testimonial of Cathie Saroka, CEO of Goldray
Glass, a leading manufacturer of architectural decorative
glass for both interior and exterior building projects.

"Our partnership with BDC allowed us to be
totally transparent about our challenges, so
we could build our trust together and get the
results we needed. We see them as a true
partner that wants to help our company be
successful."

assessment showed positive results, Positioned the
company for further growth.

INTERVIEW WITH
FERNANDA GARAVINI
Economist

Other aspect is that women business owners
earn 22% less than men. According to the
same survey, some of the possible explanations
are:
that most of their businesses are in sectors
with low added value and not very
technology-intensive,
or that women have a reduced capacity to
dedicate more hours to their business
growth due to their multiple journeys/roles.

What is the situation of Brazilian WEs?
Could you tell us more about the Gender

According to data on the 2019 SEBRAE Study on

Equity and Valorization of Diversity Policy

Female Entrepreneurship, in 2018, 24 million

of the BNDES System?

Brazilian women were entrepreneurs,

ABOUT BNDES

They represent 46% of the country's
entrepreneurs.
This study revealed that almost half of women's
businesses were opened "out of necessity". and

The Brazilian Development Bank is the main financing
agent for development in Brazil. Since its foundation,
BNDES has played a fundamental role in stimulating the
expansion of industry and infrastructure in the country.
Over the course of the Bank’s history, its operations have
evolved in accordance with the Brazilian socioeconomic challenges. The Bank offers several financial
support mechanisms to Brazilian companies of all sizes,
including MSMEs and public administration entities.

that the main sectors occupied by women are
beauty, fashion, and food.

In fact, BNDES has just renewed it. This policy
reaffirms the permanent commitment of the
BNDES System to contribute to the elimination
of all forms of inequality and discrimination in
BNDES’s workplace and in the institutions that
participate in its relationship chain.
In combination with the PRONAF Mulher and
the Amazon Fund, it reassures BNDES

What about the challenges they face?

This same study showed that their main obstacle
is access to credit, and that although WEs have
la lower default on interest rates, they still are
charged with higher interest rates than those
offered to male entrepreneurs.

commitment to the achievement of the 5th
sustainable development goal, which is
“Achieving Gender Equality”

BRAZILIAN WOMEN'S
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
FIGURES

BNDES' SUPPORT TO
WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS

The Amazon Fund aims to support projects that
contribute to the economic attractiveness and
sustainability of forests.

These figures were created based on the OECD's
Future of Business Survey (2018).
Source:The OECD Business Statshttps://www.oecd.org/sdd/business-stats/FBS-brazil.pdf

Fundo Amazônia

More than 4,000 women were trained to
PRONAF Mulher

practice sustainable economic activities and
more than 45,000 women were directly

Since 2010, BNDES has financed more than

benefited by the supported activities.

25,000 women with PRONAF Mulher within the

45% of surveyed women
claim to have a source of
income.

framework of the National Program for

Since 2012 the Amazon Fund has demanded

Strengthening Family Farming (PRONAF in

applicants to indicate their women and youth

Portuguese).

incorporation strategy and to foster the
participation of women in leadership positions.

PRONAF Mulher supports women farmers who
are part of a family production unit regardless of
their marital status.

Their main financing resources
to set up their businesses are:
40% self-funded
23% spousal-funding
16% family resources
12% bank loans

Their main sources of business
management training:
55% online sources
40% in-person training
25% other businesses
23% social networks

The program aims to ensure their insertion into
family agriculture by promoting their role and
impact on both the family and land economy.

Have the barriers faced by Nigerian women
entrepreneurs in the creation and growth of

INTERVIEW WITH THERESA
LAWAL
Head of Product Development and
Strategic Alliances

their businesses shifted due to COVID-19?

COVID-19 has emphasized the trend of remote
working and running of businesses from home
thus increasing online presence.
Since many women-led businesses were already
remotely operated, they have continued to run as
usual during this pandemic however a major

DBN is an advocate for sustainable financing,
can you explain what challenges your support
to women entrepreneurs is responding to?

In Nigeria, some of the major challenges faced by
women entrepreneurs are limitations in capacity
building and access to finance largely due to the
socio-economic environment
Historically, businesses owned by women were
mostly petty trade which were mostly run from
home and not very structured thereby hampering
their potential for maximum growth. Their limited
structure in comparison to those owned by men

ABOUT DBN

has lowered their propensity for growth and access
to funding.
Knowing this, DBN has introduced some

The Development Bank of Nigeria (DBN) addresses the
major financing challenges facing Micro, Small and
Medium Scale Enterprises (MSMEs) in Nigeria. Its
objective is to alleviate financing constraints faced by
MSMEs and small Corporates in Nigeria through the
provision of financing and partial credit guarantees to
eligible financial intermediaries on a market-conforming
and fully financially sustainable basis.

interventions to bridge this gap and increase
access to funding to Women. DBN’s capacity
building program maintains a quota system (28%
in 2019 and 30% in 2020) to ensure female-owned
MSMEs are simultaneously more empowered,
positioned for growth, more bankable and able to
access funding.
Other interventions such as the Service
Ambassadors and the Interest Drawback (IDB)
Programs were created to incentivize the PFIs
(Partnering Financial Institutions) to lend more to
women entrepreneurs.

challenge has been the need to increase their
investments in technology solutions to keep their
businesses in operation at these times. The
economic hardships faced by MSMEs around the
world due to the global crisis have also posed a
challenge to the Women Entrepreneurs in Nigeria
further increasing their need for funding.
DBN launched the Interest Drawback Program 4
months ago and it is expected to increase the
availability of funding for women.
Can you tell us more about the Interest
Drawback mechanism? What has been the
reception from this targeted group?

The Interest Drawback mechanism is a program
that provides DBN’s Participating Financial
Institutions (PFIs) with a rebate of up to 15% on
their interest when they lend to specific priority
groups or MSME business segments, including
women entrepreneurs.This means that PFIs will
receive this rebate when they lend to the women
entrepreneurs.
This product encourages PFIs to identify and lend
to more viable women-owned businesses. So far,
the IDB has been a well received initiative by the
PFIs. We are seeing more loans to female
entrepreneurs and have not experienced any
problems in demand or implementation.

More empowerment for women will result in

IN THE WORDS OF
THERESA LAWAL
"More empowerment for women
will result in more job creation,
better standard of living per
household, and in general socioeconomic growth in the country."

more job creation, better standard of living per
household, and in general national socioeconomic growth. This correlation is generally
applicable globally and therefore informs the
need for Development Banks to support

DBN’S SUPPORT FOR
WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS

women entrepreneurs. More so, a lot of the
untapped potential of this segment aligns with
the UN SDGs, which are a major guiding
framework for Development banks in the
world.
Being a young bank, we imagine there are

Funding to Women
A total of $75.7m US dollars
have been disbursed to women.

next steps to support women
DBN’s sustainability mandate includes a

entrepreneurs. Has DBN considered

gender perspective. Why is it so important

expanding its offering to target this

for development banks to support women

entrepreneurial group?

entrepreneurs in the creation and growth of
their businesses?

Yes DBN is working to launch next year a loan
product that will specifically target women

Based on recent reports, women account for

entrepreneurs. We believe this will further

about 50% of the MSMEs in Nigeria, and 41% of

demonstrate DBN's commitment to support

the micro businesses in the country. Most of

the WEs and increase access to finance to

them are in the agriculture and export sectors,

them.

and many more are major contributors to trade
in Nigeria. Thereby significantly contributing to
the GDP and invariably impacting on the
economy.
Because of the inability to attain adequate
technical and financial growth as their male

Impact
Total of 68,602 women MSMEs have
received funding from DBN. This
accounts for approx. 57% of total
MSMEs reached.
3,239 of these women accessed
credit for the first time.

Capacity building
Capacity Programs earmarked
minimum of 25% of total
MSMEs trained to women (30%
in 2019 and 28% in 2020)

counterparts, the sectors where these businesses
flourish are prevented from thriving and
achieving their full potential.
This lack and limited access to financial and
capacity building affects the sustained growth of
our national economy.

Others
DBN enrolled a PFI for a We-fi
project in collaboration with the
World Bank. Aimed at supporting
WSMEs with high potential to

Founded in 1890, we are one of the

position them for growth and

city's biggestaccess
publictolibraries.
finance.

NIGERIAN WOMEN'S
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
FIGURES

Entrepreneur challenge

The entrepreneur faced a need of financing to
grow the school system by building an
infrastructure and equip it.

These figures were created based on the OECD's
Future of Business Survey (2018).

DBN Solution

DBN offers to its Partnering Financial Institutions

Source:The OECD Business Statshttps://www.oecd.org/sdd/business-stats/FBS-Nigeria.pdf

the Interest Drawback Mechanism, to incentivize
their lending to WEs.
Proven Results

Thanks to the (financing) Fidelity bank gave her,

58% of surveyed women
claim to have started
their businesses out of a
passion or a hobby.

they were able to finish the high-school building,
and they are currently able to use the remaining
money to acquire furniture, set up the laboratories
and equip the offices.

Their main financing resources
to set up their businesses are:
76% self-funded
21% family resources
17% spousal-funding
2% bank loans

Their main sources of
business management
training:
60% online sources
40% other businesses
37% in-person training
33% social networks

A REAL LIFE STORY
WITH PASTOR JOSEPHINE
ATIBI BROWN

Pastor Josephine, founder and CEO of The Cradle
Montessori Schools Benin shares a testimonial on the
financial support she received from Fidelity Bank Plc,
one of the partnering financial institutions of DBN.

“"We encourage Nigerian banks to do more,
especially to continue helping women of
Nigeria. And to all those women entrepreneurs
out there: remain focused. I set up this
business 14 years ago, and today we have
grown the school. We now have two branches,
the primary and the secondary school, and the
number of students keeps increasing daily.”

This means that women are discouraged from
applying to bank loans because they anticipate

INTERVIEW WITH JAVIER
VÁZQUEZ

their requests won’t be approved by the
institutions, and thus, are pushed into using
other methods to fund their businesses, like
credit cards and loans from their social

Director Product Development

networks.
Considering that women entrepreneurs
constitute a key pillar for the economic

What challenges has NAFIN identified as the

development of Mexico, NAFIN is commited to

main barriers faced by women

incentivize their economic empowerment and

entrepreneurs when creating,

their entrepreneurship, through its

sustaining and growing their businesses in

financial inclusion program Mujeres

Mexico?

Empresarias, where we offer financing that

targets the specific needs of this entrepreneurial
According to the Global Entrepreneurship

group.

Monitor (GEM), Mexico has a high level of

ABOUT NAFIN
Nacional Financiera ("Nafin") is a Mexican development
bank created to contribute to the economic
development of Mexico, by facilitating access to MSMEs,
entrepreneurs and priority investment projects to
financing and business development services, as well as
by contributing to the development of financial markets
and acting as fiduciary and financial agent of the
Federal Government to boost innovation, improve
productivity, competitiveness and regional growth.

entrepreneurial activity and a strong ecosystem

Tell us more about the Mujeres Empresarias

of entrepreneurship. Nonetheless, a gender gap

program.

exists in the MSMEs ecosystem of the country

This program was implemented in 2015 to boost

as women are still outnumbered by the men’s

the growth and competitiveness of MSMEs

level of entrepreneurial activity. Based on data

created and led by women, with activities

by The International Financial Corporation, only

carried out in the commercial, industrial and

3 out of 10 MSMEs in Mexico are women-led.

service sectors.

The main challenges faced by women

Through it, NAFIN offers a maximum credit

entrepreneurs are:

amount of 242,000 dollars to be used for

A lack of opportunity to integrate into

working capital and fixed assets, through a

economic sectors “traditionally masculine”,

network of partnering financial institutions, that

A hardship to access financing services,

offer the best conditions including no opening

Limited access to business-networks,

nor prepayment fees and a maximum interest

Societal roles they are assigned to.

rate of 12% per annum.

For Mexican women entrepreneurs creating

Since its implementation, the Mujeres

and growing businesses in male-dominated

Empresarias program has delivered a total of

sectors is a hardship that is exacerbated by

13,926 loans to women-led businesses for an

their barriers to secure institutional financing.

amount up to 766 million dollars.

Founded in 1890, we are one of the
city's biggest public libraries.

NAFIN managed to get a better acceptance rate
and greater acknowledgement on the need of a

IN THE WORDS OF JAVIER
VÁZQUEZ
"Relying on statistical evidence of
the disparity in the economic
participation of women in Mexico,
NAFIN increased the acceptance
rate and acknowledgement on the
need of a gender-specific product."

gender-specific product. This is illustrated by a
considerable expansion on the number of
operating agents of the product, which more

internally and by the commercial banks.
It was widely feared that a product that only
targeted women, and that offered
preferential conditions, was in some ways a
discriminatory policy for the rest of the
clients.
To gain public acceptance NAFIN engaged
in campaigns of sensibilization on the actual
gender disparities in Mexico. It used
statistical evidence to highlight the disparity
in economic participation of women in
Mexico,

food, and services, all of which require

The WEs and commercial banks have widely

WEs to be more directly exposed to

accepted and appreciated this program. It has
been so successful that its portfolio target has

the possibilities of remote working, leading
unemployment.
Women are underrepresented in the

amplified 24x its original aim.

leadership roles of both the public and

Although NAFIN has been able to offer 14,000

for gender-specific needs to be reflected in

activity and their financing needs have grown,

At first, it was received with skepticism both

slower. These sectors include hospitality,
direct contact with others, and thus reduce

have decided to engage in entrepreneurial

this program by the targeted group?

the crisis, thus causing their recovery to be

than doubled from four to nine.

credits on this product, everyday more women

What has been the feedback/reception of

53% of WEs work the hardest hit sectors of

private spheres. This reduces the possibility
the decision making field.
From April to June 2020, more than 10

allowing for a sustained demand of resources.

thousand MSMEs ended their operations due

What has been the impact of COVID-19 in the

impacts the COVID-19 crisis has presented

to a lack of resources. To be able to face the

needs and barriers faced by Mexican WEs?

them with, WEs in Mexico will now need

The sanitary global crisis caused by COVID-19

conditions, since most of this group works in

has had worse economic and social effects on
the most vulnerable groups, including WEs. The
Mexican Institute for Competitiveness estimates
that the health crisis has affected more the WEs
than men because:
Men were quicker to return to the labor
market compared to women, since men’s
jobs are mostly concentrated in sectors that
tend to be both cyclical and priority for the
economy, such as manufacturing and
construction.

greater opportunities of financing, with better
the most affected sectors like commerce and
services.

MEXICAN WOMEN'S
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
FIGURES
These figures were created based on the OECD's
Future of Business Survey (2018).
Source:The OECD Business Statshttps://www.oecd.org/sdd/business-stats/FBS-mexico.pdf

NAFIN’S SUPPORT FOR
WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS

This program is tailored to women’s needs
and requirements, considering their credit
quality and payment behavior.
This program has been key to empower
women and promote financial inclusion,
considering that:

53% of surveyed women
claim to have a source of
income.

Only 9% of entrepreneurs receive
support from banks to grow their
business
11% of total bank credit goes to
companies in growth

Their main financing resources
to set up their businesses are:
55% self-funded
21% family resources
16% spousal-funding
9% bank loans

Their main sources of business
management training:
55%
35%
34%
33%

online sources
other businesses
social networks
in-person training

Within this "intermediate segment"
women are less visible customers
In terms of finance equality and gender
inclusion, microcredit has had a major
role

What problem is Relais Managérial trying to
solve? What has been the feedback on this

INTERVIEW ANNE MISONNE
SOWALFIN contact person for Relais
Managérial

program?

Relais Managérial is venting pregnancy and
maternity from being an obstacle to women’s
entrepreneurship and the growth of their
businesses.
Enabling the female entrepreneur to take time
off for her baby/her family, while allowing her to
keep her business running, offering her peace of

Can you tell us more about the entrepreneurial

mind at an important time in her family/personal

situation of women in Belgium?

life. Encouraging sharing and making the most of
the experience.

When analysing the situation of women
entrepreneurs in Belgium, the following elements
can be highlighted:

ABOUT SOWALFIN

Businesses created by women are most often
in the liberal professions, in commerce, and in
services, particularly personal services.
The possibility of being pregnant curbs young

SOWALFIN is the one-stop shop for Walloon SMEs,
providing information, guidance and financing solutions
to entrepreneurs, at each step of the company lifecycle:
start-up, growth, internationalization, innovation, green
transition and transfer of ownership. Initially, SOWALFIN
was set up in 2002 by the Walloon Government to
support the access to finance to MSMEs and selfemployed entrepreneurs. Since then, it has also
appointed SOWALFIN as the one-stop shop for
information and guidance for Walloon entrepreneurs.

women’s entrepreneurial initiative by instilling
in them the fear that they will not be able to

So far, participants attest to the positive impact
of the program, on both a personal and a
professional level: peace of mind, relieving them
of feelings of guilt (taking time off for the baby
doesn’t come at the expense of the business, and
vice versa).
How does the program work? And what are
the benefits of it?

juggle the company’s development, maternity,

Length of replacement: maximum of six

and family life with young children at the same

months (during the pregnancy, after

time.

childbirth).

The difficulty of balancing work and family is

Either the entrepreneur identifies a potential

being identified as an obstacle to business

relay, or we suggest one depending on the

creation by young and adult women.

needs of the business.

Besides work-familiy balance, some other

An agreement is signed between Sowalfin

obstacles for women interested in creating and

and the entrepreneur.

growing their businesses are: access to

A service agreement is signed between the

financing (sector-related bias), the lack of

entrepreneur and the relay manager.

dedicated networks as well as the lack of role

The financial contribution is up to €5,000 per

models.

month for six months (75% is covered by
Sowalfin, the remaining 25% by the
entrepreneur).
Founded
in 1890, we are one of the

city's biggest public libraries.

What is the criteria of admissibility and how

Are there any other offerings to support

was it determined?

Wallonian WEs?

The measure is the result of consultations

Yes, SOWALFIN has ongoing actions to promote

with experienced women entrepreneurs. They

and support women entrepreneurship by

were asked to identify what might have given

focusing on 2 target groups:

them a boost when they were creating and
developing their businesses.

1. For the micro/small companies and startups, the SOWALFIN Start-up department

The two targets are:
The entrepreneur: runs her business as a fulltime majority shareholder; she has decisionmaking powers, the ability to delegate, and a
willingness to “pass the torch” for a set time
period. Her company has been in existence
for three years, is profitable and employs at
least

three,

and

SOWALFIN'S SUPPORT FOR
WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS

up

to

50,

full-time

employees.
The relay manager: is an experienced
entrepreneur and/or top manager who seeks
to share and make available their own
experience (people skills, know-how).
Available (variable), flexible, they have the
leadership qualities and soft skills to carry
out managerial tasks and adapt quickly to a

focuses on:
a. Awareness-raising
b. Coordination & support of actions by local
stakeholders

Awareness-raising

1. For the SMEs and growing companies. the
SOWALFIN growth department focuses on:
a. Awareness-raising among (potential)
women entrepreneurs
b. SOWALFIN support programme (Relais
Managérial) : to enable women

Capacity building /

entrepreneurs in pregnancy or maternity

Support / External

leave to temporarily delegate their
business’ management to an interim

support

manager

new environment.

Facilitate women's

IN THE WORDS OF ANNE
MISONNE

access to credit

"Relais Mangérial prevents
pregnancy and maternity from
being an obstacle to women’s
entrepreneurship and the growth
of their businesses."

Promote work-life
balance

Founded in 1890, we are one of the
city's biggest public libraries.

BELGIAN WOMEN'S
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
FIGURES

Entrepreneur challenge

In early 2019, she became pregnant, so she
applied for the “Managerial Relay”, and it was
around this time that she met Myriam, the

These figures were created based on the OECD's
Future of Business Survey (2018).

Relay Manager. Szandra needed someone who
would take over the keys of her business while

Source:The OECD Business Statshttps://www.oecd.org/sdd/business-stats/FBS-belgium.pdf

she was on maternity leave.
SOWALFIN Solution

Through Relais Managérial, SOWALFIN covers
75% of the cost of the relay manager, the

46% of surveyed women
claim to have started their
businesses out of a passion
or a hobby.

remaining 25% being borne by the replaced
entrepreneur. The monthly cost of the relay
manager is set according to the volume of the
“relay” activity, the size of the company, the

Their main financing resources
to set up their businesses are:
66% self-funded
25% bank loans
9% family resources
7% spousal-funding

Their main sources of business
management training:
49% other businesses
47% in-person training
40% online sources
17% social networks

A REAL LIFE STORY
WITH SZANDRA
GONZALEZ

number of hours, days requested by the
entrepreneur, etc. The monthly ceiling is set at
5,000 €.
Results

For the full testimonial, please use this link
This is the testimonial of Szandra Gonzalez, the founder
of “Little Green Box” and her relay manager. Myriam
Malou. Little Green Box is a cooperative social
enterprise whose goal is to promote a local, sustainable
food system by selling local, seasonal, 100% organic,
zero waste meal boxes.

Myriam on Relais Managérial:
"I said yes to the program because I thought
that it was really awesome to be finally able to
apply a very concrete and specific measure for
the immediate benefit of the female
entrepreneurs, especially at such a critical time
of their lives, when they have to combine their
baby and their business."

(video).

The Montreal Group is a global forum for development banks focused on micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSME).
It is a not-for-profit organization that was founded in 2012 to promote international cooperation, mutual learning and exchange of technical
expertise among its members. The Group’s name is derived from the city in which it was founded, Montréal, Canada.
As of November 2020, members are:
BDC (Canada), BNDES (Brazil), Bpi (France), CCG (Morocco), CDB (China), DBN (Nigeria), Finnvera (Finland), Nafin (Mexico), SIDF (Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia), SOWALFIN (Belgium).
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